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The Coming Tsunami  

Tim Sheets 
2023 Friday AM Session 

 

It is such an honor to be here today. I honor the leadership of Aglow, and I honor all of you that serve so 
faithfully. When you are in a place where the Holy Spirit is allowed to move and you can feel the currents 
of the Kingdom of God flowing, it is a special time. So, I am honored to be here. Aglow's history is 
awesome, but your future is even greater.  

The Holy Spirit told me 15 years or so ago when He was downloading Angel Armies to me - He spoke to 
me one night audibly and He said, “The greatest days in church history are not in your past, they are in 
your present and in your future.” I feel that for Aglow, your greatest days are not in your past. They are in 
your future.  

Holy Spirit Leads Another Campaign for King Jesus 
I know that also, Holy Spirit said to me one of those nights when He was downloading Angel Armies - up 
to this point, I think 12 different divisions of angel armies and four different books - but one night, He also 
spoke these words, and I believe that the fulfillment of this word is now beginning in our world. He said, 
“I will now lead another campaign for the King, similar to Acts chapter two. Only this time I will be bringing 
far more of the angel armies.”  

We are seeing that happen. I have seen more angel activity this year than any other year. Something big 
is up. Hallelujah. And you are a part of the plans of the Holy Spirit. Your role of engagement is vital. Even 
though I also know hell is going to fight; we are going to whip him. We are going to win big battles.  

I have never seen -I have been pastoring now 44 years. I have only pastored one place. I left Christ for the 
nations went to Middletown with eight people 44 years ago - but I have never seen more prayer warriors 
and more New Testament ministries engaged as I do now. 

Incredible Response to Paint the Borders 
I recently helped lead a prayer initiative with other apostles and national leaders to paint the borders of 
our state with anointing oil, and capitals and historic sites, and also pray for a return to God's Word, a 
return to covenant roots. And just in our Awakening Now Prayer Network in Middletown, we had over a 
million responses to that. 

That is incredible. I never thought I would see those that kind of number, but we are. I know that it is 
preparation of the Holy Spirit that is unplanned, that is unfolding right now for plans that He has been 
engaged with for decades now.  
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A little over three months ago, on June the fourth, I was going into my office early Sunday morning. I like 
to get there 3 hours or so before everybody else. But this particular morning, I was very burdened for our 
world. So much had happened and the news was not good. And then the burden for the United States has 
also been something that is just occupied me. And I began to cry out to God in my, on my way to the 
office. And when I walked in, I began to pray in the Holy Spirit and say, “God, You have to help us with 
America and You have to help us release a Kingdom revival into the world. Our world has gone off the 
tracks. We are led by fools. And we have to have a reset.”  

Great Shaking Brings Us Back to Covenant Roots 
Holy Spirit spoke these words to me as I came into my office. “June, July and August will lead to a fierce 
war season. A great shaking will occur. Not just a shaking, a great shaking. Everything. Hebrews 11 and 
12. Everything that can be shaken is going to be shaken, but do not get shook! You are not going to be 
shaken. You are a part of a Kingdom that is not shaken. But a great shaking will occur and a reset of the 
nation will come to Covenant roots and a Kingdom revival will begin.” 

Not a local revival. A Kingdom revival. We have had local revivals and great ones. Brownsville. Toronto. I 
went to those. But the design of Holy Spirit this time is not that you have to drive a thousand miles to be 
in revival. They are coming everywhere. The Glory of God is coming from Glory to Glory to Glory to Glory 
to Glory to Glory to Glory to Glory. 

That cannot mean weaker and weaker and weaker until we have to be saved. Something has to happen 
that transforms the mentality of the body of Christ and the surge of the Kingdom into our time to fulfill 
the plans of an Almighty God. And I feel it happening. Hallelujah. But He said these months would be 
months of reset. He said, “Declare the decrees of faith that I have spoken over the nation and its 
founding’” and we have been doing that. 

I went to Washington, D.C. just three weeks ago and I read three hundred decrees in front of the White 
House as loud as I could, and we filmed that. And we have averaged over 100,000 on Wednesday nights 
when I'm sharing that, saying it in agreement. We are doing what God tells us to do and something 
magnificent is happening. 

Now I want to give you a recent dream that I was given from Prophet Clay Nash about two months ago. 
And then I want to give you a prophetic vision that the Lord gave me and then a prophetic word that is 
stirring in me. This is going to be very prophetic, but I feel like it is something that is vital for our times. 
And I want to prophesy into you and some things that I began to hear. 6:00 or so this morning. You have 
kept me up a long time. 

Clay's Dream. I dreamed that leaders, the generals of the body of Christ were standing, facing an ocean 
body of water. They were backed by those joined to their leadership roles, and behind them was the Cross 
of Cape Henry. That's where Covenant was first made with our nation.  

There standing were Franklin Graham, Tony Perkins, Harry Jackson Jr, Dutch Sheets. Tim Sheets, Chuck 
Pierce, Cindy Jacobs, Billie Brim, Kenneth Copeland, Anthony Evans, Romero Payne, Paul Morton and 
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many others whom I know and countless others I do not know. And I am sure Aglow leadership is 
represented in that. 

Behind them were millions of believers of all walks of life. They were gathered there as a result of a 
prophetic understanding that a tsunami was coming to our nation and its effects would be worldwide. As 
the tsunami came into sight, the command began to come from the leaders to raise our prayerful decrees 
for the tsunami to pass over those who had eyes to see and ears to hear.  

As the tsunami came, it came as a total surprise to many. There were also those who were prepared to 
release Heaven's decree into the tsunami, not in order to stop it, but in order to permeate it with Kingdom 
life and direct it to be as the wind that created a threshing floor effect, a reaping effect. These decrees 
carried such a sound of Heaven that the tsunami would set some of the people who were crushed in fear 
back to their stand in fresh hope and a completed faith. 

Others who allowed themselves to be blinded by their fear and relaxed in their relationship with God were 
overwhelmed by the wave and were swept out into the deep by a dark, unseen undertow. Those that 
stood steadfast, having eyes of faith to see and ears fine-tuned to hear, used the tsunami to lift them to a 
higher platform of authority and purpose. They were released into a new flow of purpose that was secured 
by their willingness to trust God in this new level of greater authority.  

The generals began to give prophetic directives about prayer initiatives that that would now secure their 
inheritance and establish God's original design for the nations. And again, we have been on that 
assignment - prayer initiatives. The end of the dream came as a plane came flying over with a banner 
attached that said, “Look, vertical, not horizontal, as answers to prayers are now on the way.” 

The generals then began a time of praise for God's faithfulness and His goodness.  

On March of 2021, I too had a vision of this tsunami wave that was going to bring great shaking , only, in 
the vision that I was given, it also brought great worldwide revival and it brought reformation. I, too, heard 
the decrees of Heaven that were carried on Spirit, Holy Spirit, winds. 

And I heard sounds in the Spirit realm that are prophesying into our moment now here in September. This 
is not a word coming. I believe it is unfolding right now. It started after I began to feel a different kind of 
anointing than I normally feel. It was a very aggressive kind of anointing. It was very, very bold. And while 
it happened over a period of maybe a week or so, it was like I was having a fresh encounter with the Lord. 
He seemed so close to me at that time. 

I had been praying for apostolic boldness to come into my life. I had been praying Acts 4:29, “Grant that 
great boldness would come.” I had been praying for boldness to come on ministries such as Aglow and 
the apostolic hubs of our world, and upon our assignment there at the Oasis. 

And I begin to feel this after about six or seven days, I begin to feel this intense, anointing building up 
inside of me. I begin to hear things differently in the Spirit realm than I normally would hear them. I begin 
to see things in the Spirit realm more clearly than I normally do. It was like the Spirit realm was more real. 
I was into a time when I could see equally well in the Spirit realm or the natural realm. It did not matter.  
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I could see angels. I could see the Kingdom of God. I could see the moving of the Kingdom and I could see 
the swell of the Kingdom. I could see in the natural realm, it did not matter. It was back and forth.  

I began to pray into this, “Holy Spirit, talk to me. Holy Spirit, explain what this is about. What are You 
saying to the church?” As I prayed that simple prayer, I was caught up and I had a vision and I heard Holy 
Spirit say these words, “I am anointing My apostles, prophets and Kingdom Ecclesia’s to win old battles 
and new battles resulting in new victorious living.” New was emphasized. I begin to understand that we 
are about to win some old battles using new ways. Some of us have been fighting old battles for a long 
time, and they are about to end in new strategies and anointing of the Lord.  

Then I begin to hear in this spiritual vision, I begin to hear power explosions of Dunamis again - this is in 
the Spirit realm. I heard them. The power of God - Dunamis. We know that from the word dunamis, the 
Greek word dunamis, we get the word dynamite. Understand the nuance and the definition, because 
dunamis does not mean dynamite. Inherent in dynamite, there is tremendous potential for power, but 
the Greek word dunamis means ‘the dynamite is lit’ and the explosion is the dunamis. 

So I begin to hear the releasing of the power of God in explosions. The released energy of God is powerful, 
explosive things in the Spirit realm. And I knew it was an explosion against strongholds of darkness and 
iniquity, if the ecclesia stands in faith, because I begin to see in the Spirit realm old fortresses or castles 
being blown to bits. Old strongholds were falling in this new battle. 

The Sounds of Revival 
Then I begin to hear as I was caught up, I begin to hear the sounds of revival. Again, this wasn't local. This 
is worldwide - a Kingdom Revival. We are about to have one of the first Kingdom revivals.  

I begin to hear the sounds of revival. Revival has a different sound to it. I was raised in an evangelist home 
for my first few years -Me and Dutch. Our dad was an evangelist until we were probably 11, 12 years old. 
Then he still evangelized, though he was a pastor. I was in revival because of that back then nearly 62 or 
three years ago. But back then they had the little churches where we were raised in the Appalachian hills, 
little chapels all over the hillsides and around the area. They would have a one week or a two week revival 
every spring, every fall seems like.  

I was in a different revival or a different church every week or so. And we had to sit on the front row 
because Dutch could not behave. But that was just the way it was. I was in those revivals, and then the 
next week I was in another revival and another. This was how we lived for years. One revival after the 
other.  

It is something when you are young. You do not realize it, but you are learning the atmosphere of revival. 
I felt it. I knew it. I lived it. Revival songs. They also have a different sound to them. Kingdoms songs have 
a different ring to them. There's a frequency of Heaven that is within them and those sounds begin to 
produce an atmosphere that is different. 

There is a drawing of the Lord and there is reformation. And of course, there is also those different 
frequencies. They begin to draw angel armies to assist us as well.  
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And so I begin to hear the sounds of revival when I was caught up in this vision, I could hear the sounds of 
revival. One of the songs of revival that I heard in sounds was of the Welsh revival led by Evan Roberts. 

I have always been fascinated since I was young with that revival. I have studied it and I begin to hear the 
sounds in the Spirit realm of this Welsh revival and the song of that great revival that drew thousands of 
people to Christ. Thousands of coal miners were born again and this song was drawing them.  

I remember several years ago now, Chuck Pierce prophesied to me and he said, “You are to go to all the 
provinces of Canada and release angel armies. And I thought at first, you go to Canada. I don't know how. 
He will tell you that and how do you do that? Go to all the provinces…and I'm like, I don't know how to do 
that. Okay, Lord, I will do it. But how? Well, of course an intercessor or somebody heard it and set it up all 
over Canada.  

So, I went to Canada, the first one, and I didn't know where I was going or what was going on. It was up 
by Montreal or Toronto and we got there. We drove up - my wife and I, because it was only like 6 hours, 
so we drove it. I got there just before the service and I didn't have any time really. Just changed clothes. 
Carol was changing clothes. I had about 10 minutes and I said at the motel desk there and I said, “Lord, 
why am I here? What is going on? Give me something.” And He said, “The revival across Canada will go 
clear across Canada and then down through the United States. It will be like the Welsh revival with Evan 
Roberts,” and I wrote that down. They were there to get us and took us to out to the boondocks to this 
was old hockey arena. They love hockey up there. It was like an old high school hockey arena or something.  

I come in the back doors of it, cross the platform and there is a podium like this, and there is a chair sitting 
right here, and I am coming in to meet people I have never seen in my life. The place is full. So, I come in 
and I greet the people that were putting the meeting on, and she said, “Did you see the chair, by the way?” 
I said, “Well, it was kind of hard to miss. I saw that.” She said, “That is Evan Roberts’ chair. We felt led to 
ship it over and put it here.” 

I pulled the piece of paper out of my Bible and handed it to her and Barbara Yoder, who was also one of 
the speakers. It said, “The revival in Canada will be like the Welsh revival. It will go across Canada and 
down through the States and around the world.”  

In this vision, I am hearing now the sounds of the Welsh revival, and I heard the song of the of the Welsh 
revival. As I said, many miners, thousands of miners were born again and they loved to sing. They would 
sing underground as they worked. This song was one of those songs. They would begin to sing it. Then 
down here (a different place in the mine) they would hear it and sing it. You could hear this song 
reverberating out of the ground sometimes for miles. People would come around the air shafts that came 
up and they would sit around to hear this song sang.  

I begin to hear this song in this dream or this vision.  

This is love vast as the ocean - fill it today  

Lovingkindness like a flood 
When the Prince of Peace, our ransom  
Shed for us His precious Blood  
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Who His love cannot remember,  
Who can cease to sing His praise. 
He will never be forgotten.  
Throughout Heaven's eternal days  

It was like I was sitting there hearing it. I could hear it coming up from the land.  

Then it shifted in the vision and I begin to hear the song of another revival. It was a song that a pastor - he 
had written a poem after a thunderstorm - Pastor Boberg. A young man heard it and put music to it. 
Another young man at Youth of Christ heard it. His name was Billy Graham, and Billy Graham had it sung 
at most of his crusades by George Beverly Shea.  

Oh, Lord, my God 
When I in awesome wonder 
Consider all the world Thy hands have made 
I see the stars, I hear the rolling thunder 
Throughout the universe displayed 
Then sings my soul, my Savior God to Thee 
How great Thou art, how great Thou Art 
Then sings my soul, my Savior God to Thee 
How great Thou art, how great Thou Art 

Then I heard in this vision another revival song totally different than the other two. It was the song that I 
heard Lindell Cooley sing at the Brownsville Revival.  

He has fire in His eyes and a sword in His hand  
And He's riding a white horse all across this land 
And He's calling out to you and me,  
Will you ride with Me?  
And we say, Yes, yes, Lord, 
We will ride with You.  

So, I am caught up in this vision and I hear these revival songs. Then I begin to hear the prayers and the 
cries of revival. Again, I often heard them as child. We don't hear them quite like this anymore. But we are 
going to. We are moving into something - a great, awesome Kingdom-wide revival.  

But I heard the sounds, the prayers, and the cries of revivals when we were in these revivals even if it was 
just a regular church week. Often on Wednesday nights or Sunday night, whenever the pastor was done 
preaching or the evangelist, they would gather at the altars and they would pray for souls. I mean, this 
was every time we gathered.  

When they prayed for souls, they would cry, they would weep. And back when I was a boy, we didn't call 
it the altar in the Appalachian hills, we called it the mourner’s bench. Come to the mourner’s bench. It is 
time to pray for prodigals. It is time to pray for the lost. They would come and they would pray and they 
would begin to cry. They would allow themselves to be burdened for souls and burdened for people that 
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didn't know Jesus. I mean, they would allow that burden to come on them and they would pray to they 
felt it lift – 15-20 minutes.  

I remember this one night. I will never forget it as long as I live. In fact, I just put it in the new book I wrote 
with my daughter on prodigals - winning prodigals that is coming out the first of the year. But I will never 
forget this. I was maybe as close maybe as Jane and the mourner’s bench was right here.  

This woman came up and she was crying so hard with her head on the altar. She was convulsing, sobbing, 
tears were dripping off of her face. And I was watching this as a little boy. She was in such grief and she 
only said one thing over and over. She said, “God, Jimmy's going to hell. You have got to stop Jimmy. 
Jimmy's going the wrong way. God, if he dies, he is going to hell. God, You have got to stop him.” And she 
just kept saying, “Stop Jimmy from going to hell, God, Jimmy's going the wrong way. God, don't let him 
die. God changed. Jimmy.” This went on 10 minutes at least. Tears were absolutely dripping down on that 
mourner's bench. This lady was so burdened for Jimmy. 

I never forgot that. I asked my mom about it because she knew that church. She said, Well, your dad led 
Jimmy to the Lord. A few nights later. Wow. But the burden for souls, the burden for the lost was evident 
in those revival services. And now I am hearing them in this vision. I believe there is an intercessory 
burden for prodigals, for the loss that is being brought back in this season of the Lord. 

And then - and this is a bit unusual as well, but I begin to feel another atmosphere of those revivals. Some 
of you probably will remember. There were times when they would preach and give the altar call when 
conviction would come into the room. Not condemnation, conviction. Such a conviction would come into 
the room that people would think, ‘I am going the wrong way. I need Jesus in my life.’  

Conviction is the power of the Holy Spirit and the love of God that just draws them and keeps drawing 
them. ‘You have purpose. You have destiny. I have something for you. There's a life and you need this life 
and you know you do.’ And people would get under conviction and being drawn to come to the altar. I 
have seen grown men gripped the back of pews and shake to try to keep from going to the altar. I have 
seen them run out of the doors to get away.  

In this vision, I am hearing or feeling this conviction. This was made really real to me personally.  

One of the things that until they (his grandparents) would do until they were older and couldn't do it any 
longer, I would go to my grandparents and I would stay with them. And during hunting season we would 
go there and hunt. I didn't get to see them much, so I would stay with them until they got too old for that.  

One of those times – I would come in in the evening and I was sitting on the couch. I looked over at my 
grandparents. They were in their eighties at that point. My grandpa was in his recliner. No one touched 
his recliner period. No one. I looked over and I thought, I don't know them. They are my grandparents. 
You know, when you are when you are grandkids, they are your grandparents, you know? My 
granddaughter asked me two weeks ago if there were cars when I was little. They do ask because they 
don't know. And I said, “Yes and they are better than they are today, that's for sure!”  

But I thought, sitting there, I do not know this man. I mean, I know a little bit about him, but I don't really 
know. So, I started asking questions. I said, “Grandpa, what was it like when you saw your first car?” I 
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knew that he had rode a mule most of the time when he was little and he told me about the first time he 
saw a car. Then I asked him how he met Grandma and it was fascinating to me to hear their life. Then I 
said, “Well, how did you come to know the Lord? How did you become a Christian?” And my grandmother 
speaks up then, and she says, “You tell him everything, Billy.” So evidently, he was quite a rascal according 
to Grandma.  

He began to tell me the story. Their revival came to the little Church of Christ in Christian Union Church 
and Grandma – she is a believer. She went there to all the meetings. And she said to my grandfather, “Go 
to revival with me, Bill.” “Yeah, I don't want to go. I'm not going. I got to work on the garden and stuff and 
I'm not going to go.” So, she didn't stop asking. She said, “Well, just go with me.” “No, I'm not going,” and 
he didn’t.  

Well, the next day she is at it again. “Go with me to the revival, Bill,” and she wouldn't let up. Finally, he 
said, you know, to just kind of keep the peace, I said, okay, I will go. So, he went to the revival and set back 
in the back with grandma. And he said, “As that preacher preached, I started feeling something inside. I 
knew I wasn't right. I just couldn't wait to get out of there so, I took off.” 

The next day Grandma was like, “Bill, go to revival with me.” He said, “Oh, no, I'm not going. I'm not going.” 
He fought it off and he didn't go. Well, the next day she was on him even harder. “Go to revival with me.” 
He said, “Okay.” He went and they sat third row from the back on the end. And he said, “That preacher 
preached and I felt something on the inside of me, like a rope that was pulling me to the altar. I felt like I 
have to go down there. I have to go down there.” 

And he said, “So I stepped out of the pew and I knelt down by the pew in the aisle in the back. I crawled 
all the way up to the front pew, but I didn't go on up to the altar. I stayed at the front pew, laying, and 
crying.” And he gave his heart to the Lord. 

Of course, I asked, “Grandpa, why didn't you go all the way?” And he said, “Oh, I wasn't worthy. After 
what I had done, I didn't feel like I was worthy to get that close.” Well, God changed his life. He became 
first elder in that church for nearly 50 years. I felt this kind of conviction, God was drawing people like a 
rope - the love of God just drawing them in, and they are coming to Him. 

They are not worthy, but I wasn't either, no one is. And they are starting to say, “I'm not worthy. I have 
done all kinds of things. I've shot things in my veins, I've done everything I've… But I have to go. I have to 
get back to the Presence of God. I have to find something that changes me.” And in this vision, I was feeling 
that. I was feeling it happen. 

And then in this vision, I begin to hear the sounds of radical changes that were creaking and groaning into 
new positioning. It sounded like old hinges that need oil. They creak like when you move them. I knew 
that this new battle involved new positioning and the anointing was coming to the oil hinges and began 
to open doors for us and massive change is about to break through, also, with this great revival. 

Then I heard - and I know this sounds unusual, but again, this is in the Spirit realm - I begin to hear the 
deep-throated roar of a Lion King. I am told that when a lion king roars, it can be heard up to two miles 
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away. They roar into the ground and it echoes through the ground for up to two miles away. A lion king 
roars to gather his pride. He will roar and gather his family around him. 

I heard in the Spirit realm the roar of our King, and He was gathering His family. He is gathering a remnant 
army. The Lion King will roar to answer an enemy’s intrusion. I mean, if an enemy lion comes into that 
territory, he is going to roar and declare ownership. The roar declares ownership of the territory! 

In other words, the roar says, “This is MY territory.” He marks it with a roar. I knew that our King Jesus, 
our Lion King, is roaring in proclamation. “This is My world! This is My territory! I will answer the intrusion. 
I will gather My pride. I am gathering My ecclesia for a great battle. I will gather My willing. I will answer 
the challenge. America is My nation! I won't give it up! It's Mine! I made covenant with it. I birthed it. I will 
not lose it. I will battle for it. I will battle for the nations. I will anoint My ecclesia for new battles and to 
win old battles at the same time. I'll do it with new anointing in new ways.” 

As I prayed into this and this is something I had not done until that particular vision, but I said to the Holy 
Spirit, Holy Spirit, give me a decree that says what You are saying now to the church. You give me a 
decree.” I had never asked for a Holy Spirit to give me the decree. I hear what He is saying and then I form 
a faith decree and decree it. 

I have done hundreds, thousands of them. But for whatever reason, I said, “Well, You gave me the vision. 
You give me a decree. You give me the decree, and then I will decree what You decree.” And He said to 
me something that gives me chills to this very day. I mean, it went all through me. He said simply, “Hell 
doesn't have a chance.” That is where these bracelets come from. (Tim wears rubber bracelets with 
decrees on them on one of his wrists.) One of them says, Hell doesn't have a chance. 

 “Hell doesn't have a chance,” He said. It went all through me because I knew He meant it and it was so 
bold and intense. And for sure I believe it. Hell doesn't have a chance. Please know Lucifer doesn't stand 
a snowball's chance in where he lives against our God. Come on. 

Neither does the Antichrist governments. They don't stand a chance. Liberal progressivism seeking to 
displace God doesn't have a chance. I mean, do you really believe that Kings, Prime ministers, presidents, 
parliaments, woke regimes are going to outthink and outmaneuver our God? They don't stand a chance.  

Well, then, in this vision I saw a huge wave that was building. It was way off the shoreline. We are standing 
on a beach and way out there, I could see a wave that was beginning to build.  

Now I am standing on what I knew was the beach and out here is the ocean. But the beach was a garbage 
dump. If you have ever been to a garbage dump, it is not good. And that is the whole beach. Just piles of 
trash, piles of garbage everywhere, all up and down the beach.  

I am standing on that and I see way out there. There is a wave that is starting. And it just keeps coming 
and building and coming and building and coming and building bigger and bigger. Soon it is massive until 
finally, it accelerates and becomes a huge wave crashing into the shoreline. It comes across the beach, 
which was a garbage dump. Then the undertow takes all of the garbage out. It wiped the shores clean, 
pristine beach.  
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And I knew that a wave of the Holy Spirit is now coming, though few have noticed it so far out there. It 
has kept coming and coming and some of us have stewarded it for years now. We have prayed it and it is 
coming in. It is coming and it is coming in now. It is accelerating and rising like a tsunami wave crashing on 
abominations, crashing on demonic debris, defilement in the land, mockers, blasphemers, corruption, 
injustice, lies that are marring the landscape. The undertow of this huge wave of the Holy Ghost will drag 
the demonic debris out to sea, destroying it. 

See, the King is rising differently. The King is rising through a church that He is building. It is a church that 
He has said will prevail. Hell doesn't have a chance. He's not building a loser. The Holy Spirit has told us 
many times these last three months when He had declared, “I want you to declare and prepare for reset. 
Pray.” He has told us many times, “I will not stand down and I will not be a bystander this time. I will 
bring a wave that cleanses and I will bring a wave of revival into the land.”  

Then, in this vision, it was like I zeroed in - like you take a camera and you zero in on something – that is 
the way this was. I zeroed in and I saw that the enemy had been building its strongholds upon sand. Well, 
of course they have. He has built sand castles in the eyes of our God. They look good until the wave comes.  

There are those in the political realm, in the seven mountain realm, they have built on sand. The wave is 
coming. A powerful wave. And what hell is built on sand will be washed away by a huge and powerful 
wave of the Holy Spirit. A tidal wave of glory, a tidal wave of power, miracles, Angel armies, revival, 
awakening. Reformation is rising in a Holy Ghost type tsunami!  

Towards the end of this, I heard the words of Holy Spirit that He spoke to me in 2008. It is one of the 
boldest things I have ever had Him say to me. iI is one of those things that He said with such passion that 
whenever I think about it, it begins to stir me. He said, “I will not be God Emeritus to this nation or any 
other nation.” I knew He meant it then. I know He means it now. “I will not be God Emeritus. I will not be 
America's retired guard and I'll not be an honorary God. I will not just be a figure head. I will not be a 
bystander - just a title position with no active role. I will not be their Retired God with no voice. I will not 
be as be acknowledged as there, but with no real relevance. I will not be just there and not listened to, 
there but no ruling capacity.”  

And now, in this vision and in these recent prophetic words we are hearing, “I will not stand down. I will 
now take out the trash. I am going to move into a time when I take out the garbage. Arrogant fools in 
positions of rule, authority, and influence, decision makers in our world that have chosen Baal's ways are 
going to be dealt with. A tsunami is coming. A God shaking is coming.”  

It may be painful. Ecclesia. We have been told that the shaking will be great. It has to be. They are not 
listening to a subtle shaking. But the other prophetic word that we received just a few weeks ago is what 
is bitter in your belly now will become sweet to your eyes. This tsunami wave cleanses and clears the 
way for revival.  

A Word for Aglow 
I hear the Lord saying to you today, “Listen to the wind words of Holy Spirit, Aglow. They are penetrating 
your times and activating power to shift nations. (plural) For you have come to an appointed time. Another 
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supernatural mega event has been planned by Heaven. It is accelerating into the earth realm and I am 
calling you to participate. I call you to engagement. Lucifer, his kingdom rulers of darkness will not stop it, 
for you will see My Kingship manifest upon the earth in new ways. New levels of My reigning power will 
reach into the governments of nations. Dictators, oligarchs, hierarchies, and family dynasties that run with 
the camp of Beelzebub - those who run on demon errands - will be confronted and stopped by My power 
rising exponentially in new places, in new ways, and through new and renewed sons and daughters of all 
generations. 

For I am releasing new mantels for new times. I feel that today - new mantles for new times. New 
anointing reserved for this era is being poured from Heaven as My supply river flows from My Throne 
through all My Ecclesias into the earth realm. It will not be one outpouring, it will not be two outpourings, 
it will be a season of outpourings, says the Lord!  

This new flow of Holy Spirit will cause the expansion of My Kingdom in ways and displays that have not 
been seen before. Indeed, the minds of man captured and bound by reason shall be blown, says the Lord. 
For it will be seen, I cannot be confined by reason. I cannot be confined by man's law. I cannot be confined 
by man's wisdom. I cannot be confined by the language of fools. I cannot be confined by capitals. I cannot 
be confined by Congress. I cannot be confined by parliaments. I cannot be confined by religion. None of 
earth or universe can confine me. I will break out against all confinements. The shattering of confinement 
has begun, says the Lord.  

Yes, indeed, I have a surprise for you. I have new events planned. For yes, I have remembered My Words 
through the Prophet Joel. It is part of My supernatural event. I am pouring out My Spirit on all flesh - the 
young and the old together. I now will give visions to the young men by the multiple thousands. They will 
now run with Me sounding forth awakening. I have put prophetic words in the heart of my handmaidens. 
Like Mary, they are highly favored and will prophesy. They will receive prophetic declarations to proclaim 
from their heart and they will speak My Word into the nations.  

Also, as promised, says the Lord, My seasoned generations – I am glad that He didn't call us older. He is 
so smart - My season generations are being dreamed again. Can you dream again? Will you dream again? 
I'm giving them new dreams and I'm activating old dreams. I'm anointing their dreams to break forth from 
confinement. Those called barren will produce. My Zacharias and Elizabeth will give birth to their dreams. 
They will sing with exuberance.  

Holy Spirit’s hovering, flowing, overshadowing Presence will now birth new things! Yes! They will now 
spring forth, says the Lord. The presentation of My Ekklesias will now manifest in ways that have never 
been seen before. Church will be done in new ways as Holy Spirit blends the new with the renewed and 
He activates the Gospel of My Kingdom confirmed with great power. Great power signs that Heaven will 
reveal will now be seen. 

It will be a message confirmed with creative miracles. I heard the Lord say recently that healings of 
paralysis would be a sign that His church is now free. They are coming. He knows how to do that. It will be 
a sign that His body is free! Angelic visitations will increase as I release My messengers with destiny 
messages. Revolution and change will be commonplace place in your land. Revelation, understanding, and 
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enlightenment will accelerate in My sons and daughters. My DNA will be seen in them. My mind will be 
revealed in them as Holy Spirit guides. I will do exactly what I said I would do.  

Mercy will flow in wave after wave for the Lord declares new births, new births, new births. I will now 
bear My arm and show My strength to the world. I will scatter the bluffing braggarts. I will knock tyrants 
off their high horse. I will pull victims out of the mud. I will sit the starving poor down to banquets. I will 
remember and embrace My chosen ones, piling on, favoring mercies, doing exactly what I told them I 
would do. I will be God with you. Hallelujah, Hallelujah, hallelujah, hallelujah! 

Glory! Lord, we declare it is time for the Power Explosion's! Explode against iniquity! It is time for 
strongholds to fall! It is time for Your mega wave, Lord, that overwhelms the kingdom of darkness. It is 
time for the outpourings after outpourings! It is time for Your Ekklesias to rise and prevail. It is time to 
partner with angels. It is time to win battles - old ones and new ones. God, we declare that those here, 
those around the nations, those in Aglow that serve it all around the world, they will begin to win old 
battles and new ones.  

We declare the roar of the Lion King will rise and You will gather Your pride, God! You will stake Your claim 
to our territories and You will say, My church will rule and it will reign. 

We declare Your words, America, America will turn! The world will turn upon the tracks, the right tracks 
again. Lord, I pray - we pray that today we set ourselves in agreement with Your Word. Let the sounds of 
revival fill the land. Let the sounds of revival fill the nations. Let the sounds of revival fill all the territories 
in the earth. Let conviction be felt drawing the prodigal home, drawing the lost home, reaching millions 
of them with new visions, new dreams, new prophetic words and understanding! We declare that some 
of our greatest prophets for this new season are right now prodigal, but they are coming home! We 
declare that some of our greatest evangelists are prodigal, but they are coming home! We declare there 
are apostles in that prodigal group. 

Our sons and daughters will prophesy. Let that conviction begin to draw them out of the gutters, out of 
the hellholes. We declare we will be those who look vertical, not horizontal understanding help is on the 
way!  

Don't get shook! Everything is going to shake, but you're not. You're a part of a Kingdom that will not 
shake! Hallelujah. We refuse to be shook. 

Lord, bring Your shaking. Shake off of us anything that is not in alignment with what You desire in this 
hour. But we won't be shook about the shaking. We welcome that. We embrace it, and we are moving 
forward. 
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	It is such an honor to be here today. I honor the leadership of Aglow, and I honor all of you that serve so faithfully. When you are in a place where the Holy Spirit is allowed to move and you can feel the currents of the Kingdom of God flowing, it is a special time. So, I am honored to be here. Aglow's history is awesome, but your future is even greater. 
	The Holy Spirit told me 15 years or so ago when He was downloading Angel Armies to me - He spoke to me one night audibly and He said, “The greatest days in church history are not in your past, they are in your present and in your future.” I feel that for Aglow, your greatest days are not in your past. They are in your future. 
	Holy Spirit Leads Another Campaign for King Jesus
	I know that also, Holy Spirit said to me one of those nights when He was downloading Angel Armies - up to this point, I think 12 different divisions of angel armies and four different books - but one night, He also spoke these words, and I believe that the fulfillment of this word is now beginning in our world. He said, “I will now lead another campaign for the King, similar to Acts chapter two. Only this time I will be bringing far more of the angel armies.” 
	We are seeing that happen. I have seen more angel activity this year than any other year. Something big is up. Hallelujah. And you are a part of the plans of the Holy Spirit. Your role of engagement is vital. Even though I also know hell is going to fight; we are going to whip him. We are going to win big battles. 
	I have never seen -I have been pastoring now 44 years. I have only pastored one place. I left Christ for the nations went to Middletown with eight people 44 years ago - but I have never seen more prayer warriors and more New Testament ministries engaged as I do now.
	Incredible Response to Paint the Borders
	I recently helped lead a prayer initiative with other apostles and national leaders to paint the borders of our state with anointing oil, and capitals and historic sites, and also pray for a return to God's Word, a return to covenant roots. And just in our Awakening Now Prayer Network in Middletown, we had over a million responses to that.
	That is incredible. I never thought I would see those that kind of number, but we are. I know that it is preparation of the Holy Spirit that is unplanned, that is unfolding right now for plans that He has been engaged with for decades now. 
	A little over three months ago, on June the fourth, I was going into my office early Sunday morning. I like to get there 3 hours or so before everybody else. But this particular morning, I was very burdened for our world. So much had happened and the news was not good. And then the burden for the United States has also been something that is just occupied me. And I began to cry out to God in my, on my way to the office. And when I walked in, I began to pray in the Holy Spirit and say, “God, You have to help us with America and You have to help us release a Kingdom revival into the world. Our world has gone off the tracks. We are led by fools. And we have to have a reset.” 
	Great Shaking Brings Us Back to Covenant Roots
	Holy Spirit spoke these words to me as I came into my office. “June, July and August will lead to a fierce war season. A great shaking will occur. Not just a shaking, a great shaking. Everything. Hebrews 11 and 12. Everything that can be shaken is going to be shaken, but do not get shook! You are not going to be shaken. You are a part of a Kingdom that is not shaken. But a great shaking will occur and a reset of the nation will come to Covenant roots and a Kingdom revival will begin.”
	Not a local revival. A Kingdom revival. We have had local revivals and great ones. Brownsville. Toronto. I went to those. But the design of Holy Spirit this time is not that you have to drive a thousand miles to be in revival. They are coming everywhere. The Glory of God is coming from Glory to Glory to Glory to Glory to Glory to Glory to Glory to Glory.
	That cannot mean weaker and weaker and weaker until we have to be saved. Something has to happen that transforms the mentality of the body of Christ and the surge of the Kingdom into our time to fulfill the plans of an Almighty God. And I feel it happening. Hallelujah. But He said these months would be months of reset. He said, “Declare the decrees of faith that I have spoken over the nation and its founding’” and we have been doing that.
	I went to Washington, D.C. just three weeks ago and I read three hundred decrees in front of the White House as loud as I could, and we filmed that. And we have averaged over 100,000 on Wednesday nights when I'm sharing that, saying it in agreement. We are doing what God tells us to do and something magnificent is happening.
	Now I want to give you a recent dream that I was given from Prophet Clay Nash about two months ago. And then I want to give you a prophetic vision that the Lord gave me and then a prophetic word that is stirring in me. This is going to be very prophetic, but I feel like it is something that is vital for our times. And I want to prophesy into you and some things that I began to hear. 6:00 or so this morning. You have kept me up a long time.
	Clay's Dream. I dreamed that leaders, the generals of the body of Christ were standing, facing an ocean body of water. They were backed by those joined to their leadership roles, and behind them was the Cross of Cape Henry. That's where Covenant was first made with our nation. 
	There standing were Franklin Graham, Tony Perkins, Harry Jackson Jr, Dutch Sheets. Tim Sheets, Chuck Pierce, Cindy Jacobs, Billie Brim, Kenneth Copeland, Anthony Evans, Romero Payne, Paul Morton and many others whom I know and countless others I do not know. And I am sure Aglow leadership is represented in that.
	Behind them were millions of believers of all walks of life. They were gathered there as a result of a prophetic understanding that a tsunami was coming to our nation and its effects would be worldwide. As the tsunami came into sight, the command began to come from the leaders to raise our prayerful decrees for the tsunami to pass over those who had eyes to see and ears to hear. 
	As the tsunami came, it came as a total surprise to many. There were also those who were prepared to release Heaven's decree into the tsunami, not in order to stop it, but in order to permeate it with Kingdom life and direct it to be as the wind that created a threshing floor effect, a reaping effect. These decrees carried such a sound of Heaven that the tsunami would set some of the people who were crushed in fear back to their stand in fresh hope and a completed faith.
	Others who allowed themselves to be blinded by their fear and relaxed in their relationship with God were overwhelmed by the wave and were swept out into the deep by a dark, unseen undertow. Those that stood steadfast, having eyes of faith to see and ears fine-tuned to hear, used the tsunami to lift them to a higher platform of authority and purpose. They were released into a new flow of purpose that was secured by their willingness to trust God in this new level of greater authority. 
	The generals began to give prophetic directives about prayer initiatives that that would now secure their inheritance and establish God's original design for the nations. And again, we have been on that assignment - prayer initiatives. The end of the dream came as a plane came flying over with a banner attached that said, “Look, vertical, not horizontal, as answers to prayers are now on the way.”
	The generals then began a time of praise for God's faithfulness and His goodness. 
	On March of 2021, I too had a vision of this tsunami wave that was going to bring great shaking , only, in the vision that I was given, it also brought great worldwide revival and it brought reformation. I, too, heard the decrees of Heaven that were carried on Spirit, Holy Spirit, winds.
	And I heard sounds in the Spirit realm that are prophesying into our moment now here in September. This is not a word coming. I believe it is unfolding right now. It started after I began to feel a different kind of anointing than I normally feel. It was a very aggressive kind of anointing. It was very, very bold. And while it happened over a period of maybe a week or so, it was like I was having a fresh encounter with the Lord. He seemed so close to me at that time.
	I had been praying for apostolic boldness to come into my life. I had been praying Acts 4:29, “Grant that great boldness would come.” I had been praying for boldness to come on ministries such as Aglow and the apostolic hubs of our world, and upon our assignment there at the Oasis.
	And I begin to feel this after about six or seven days, I begin to feel this intense, anointing building up inside of me. I begin to hear things differently in the Spirit realm than I normally would hear them. I begin to see things in the Spirit realm more clearly than I normally do. It was like the Spirit realm was more real. I was into a time when I could see equally well in the Spirit realm or the natural realm. It did not matter. 
	I could see angels. I could see the Kingdom of God. I could see the moving of the Kingdom and I could see the swell of the Kingdom. I could see in the natural realm, it did not matter. It was back and forth. 
	I began to pray into this, “Holy Spirit, talk to me. Holy Spirit, explain what this is about. What are You saying to the church?” As I prayed that simple prayer, I was caught up and I had a vision and I heard Holy Spirit say these words, “I am anointing My apostles, prophets and Kingdom Ecclesia’s to win old battles and new battles resulting in new victorious living.” New was emphasized. I begin to understand that we are about to win some old battles using new ways. Some of us have been fighting old battles for a long time, and they are about to end in new strategies and anointing of the Lord. 
	Then I begin to hear in this spiritual vision, I begin to hear power explosions of Dunamis again - this is in the Spirit realm. I heard them. The power of God - Dunamis. We know that from the word dunamis, the Greek word dunamis, we get the word dynamite. Understand the nuance and the definition, because dunamis does not mean dynamite. Inherent in dynamite, there is tremendous potential for power, but the Greek word dunamis means ‘the dynamite is lit’ and the explosion is the dunamis.
	So I begin to hear the releasing of the power of God in explosions. The released energy of God is powerful, explosive things in the Spirit realm. And I knew it was an explosion against strongholds of darkness and iniquity, if the ecclesia stands in faith, because I begin to see in the Spirit realm old fortresses or castles being blown to bits. Old strongholds were falling in this new battle.
	The Sounds of Revival
	Then I begin to hear as I was caught up, I begin to hear the sounds of revival. Again, this wasn't local. This is worldwide - a Kingdom Revival. We are about to have one of the first Kingdom revivals. 
	I begin to hear the sounds of revival. Revival has a different sound to it. I was raised in an evangelist home for my first few years -Me and Dutch. Our dad was an evangelist until we were probably 11, 12 years old. Then he still evangelized, though he was a pastor. I was in revival because of that back then nearly 62 or three years ago. But back then they had the little churches where we were raised in the Appalachian hills, little chapels all over the hillsides and around the area. They would have a one week or a two week revival every spring, every fall seems like. 
	I was in a different revival or a different church every week or so. And we had to sit on the front row because Dutch could not behave. But that was just the way it was. I was in those revivals, and then the next week I was in another revival and another. This was how we lived for years. One revival after the other. 
	It is something when you are young. You do not realize it, but you are learning the atmosphere of revival. I felt it. I knew it. I lived it. Revival songs. They also have a different sound to them. Kingdoms songs have a different ring to them. There's a frequency of Heaven that is within them and those sounds begin to produce an atmosphere that is different.
	There is a drawing of the Lord and there is reformation. And of course, there is also those different frequencies. They begin to draw angel armies to assist us as well. 
	And so I begin to hear the sounds of revival when I was caught up in this vision, I could hear the sounds of revival. One of the songs of revival that I heard in sounds was of the Welsh revival led by Evan Roberts.
	I have always been fascinated since I was young with that revival. I have studied it and I begin to hear the sounds in the Spirit realm of this Welsh revival and the song of that great revival that drew thousands of people to Christ. Thousands of coal miners were born again and this song was drawing them. 
	I remember several years ago now, Chuck Pierce prophesied to me and he said, “You are to go to all the provinces of Canada and release angel armies. And I thought at first, you go to Canada. I don't know how. He will tell you that and how do you do that? Go to all the provinces…and I'm like, I don't know how to do that. Okay, Lord, I will do it. But how? Well, of course an intercessor or somebody heard it and set it up all over Canada. 
	So, I went to Canada, the first one, and I didn't know where I was going or what was going on. It was up by Montreal or Toronto and we got there. We drove up - my wife and I, because it was only like 6 hours, so we drove it. I got there just before the service and I didn't have any time really. Just changed clothes. Carol was changing clothes. I had about 10 minutes and I said at the motel desk there and I said, “Lord, why am I here? What is going on? Give me something.” And He said, “The revival across Canada will go clear across Canada and then down through the United States. It will be like the Welsh revival with Evan Roberts,” and I wrote that down. They were there to get us and took us to out to the boondocks to this was old hockey arena. They love hockey up there. It was like an old high school hockey arena or something. 
	I come in the back doors of it, cross the platform and there is a podium like this, and there is a chair sitting right here, and I am coming in to meet people I have never seen in my life. The place is full. So, I come in and I greet the people that were putting the meeting on, and she said, “Did you see the chair, by the way?” I said, “Well, it was kind of hard to miss. I saw that.” She said, “That is Evan Roberts’ chair. We felt led to ship it over and put it here.”
	I pulled the piece of paper out of my Bible and handed it to her and Barbara Yoder, who was also one of the speakers. It said, “The revival in Canada will be like the Welsh revival. It will go across Canada and down through the States and around the world.” 
	In this vision, I am hearing now the sounds of the Welsh revival, and I heard the song of the of the Welsh revival. As I said, many miners, thousands of miners were born again and they loved to sing. They would sing underground as they worked. This song was one of those songs. They would begin to sing it. Then down here (a different place in the mine) they would hear it and sing it. You could hear this song reverberating out of the ground sometimes for miles. People would come around the air shafts that came up and they would sit around to hear this song sang. 
	I begin to hear this song in this dream or this vision. 
	This is love vast as the ocean - fill it today 
	Lovingkindness like a floodWhen the Prince of Peace, our ransom Shed for us His precious Blood Who His love cannot remember, Who can cease to sing His praise.He will never be forgotten. Throughout Heaven's eternal days 
	It was like I was sitting there hearing it. I could hear it coming up from the land. 
	Then it shifted in the vision and I begin to hear the song of another revival. It was a song that a pastor - he had written a poem after a thunderstorm - Pastor Boberg. A young man heard it and put music to it. Another young man at Youth of Christ heard it. His name was Billy Graham, and Billy Graham had it sung at most of his crusades by George Beverly Shea. 
	Oh, Lord, my God
	When I in awesome wonder
	Consider all the world Thy hands have made
	I see the stars, I hear the rolling thunder
	Throughout the universe displayed
	Then sings my soul, my Savior God to Thee
	How great Thou art, how great Thou Art
	Then sings my soul, my Savior God to Thee
	How great Thou art, how great Thou Art
	Then I heard in this vision another revival song totally different than the other two. It was the song that I heard Lindell Cooley sing at the Brownsville Revival. 
	He has fire in His eyes and a sword in His hand 
	And He's riding a white horse all across this land
	And He's calling out to you and me, 
	Will you ride with Me? 
	And we say, Yes, yes, Lord,
	We will ride with You. 
	So, I am caught up in this vision and I hear these revival songs. Then I begin to hear the prayers and the cries of revival. Again, I often heard them as child. We don't hear them quite like this anymore. But we are going to. We are moving into something - a great, awesome Kingdom-wide revival. 
	But I heard the sounds, the prayers, and the cries of revivals when we were in these revivals even if it was just a regular church week. Often on Wednesday nights or Sunday night, whenever the pastor was done preaching or the evangelist, they would gather at the altars and they would pray for souls. I mean, this was every time we gathered. 
	When they prayed for souls, they would cry, they would weep. And back when I was a boy, we didn't call it the altar in the Appalachian hills, we called it the mourner’s bench. Come to the mourner’s bench. It is time to pray for prodigals. It is time to pray for the lost. They would come and they would pray and they would begin to cry. They would allow themselves to be burdened for souls and burdened for people that didn't know Jesus. I mean, they would allow that burden to come on them and they would pray to they felt it lift – 15-20 minutes. 
	I remember this one night. I will never forget it as long as I live. In fact, I just put it in the new book I wrote with my daughter on prodigals - winning prodigals that is coming out the first of the year. But I will never forget this. I was maybe as close maybe as Jane and the mourner’s bench was right here. 
	This woman came up and she was crying so hard with her head on the altar. She was convulsing, sobbing, tears were dripping off of her face. And I was watching this as a little boy. She was in such grief and she only said one thing over and over. She said, “God, Jimmy's going to hell. You have got to stop Jimmy. Jimmy's going the wrong way. God, if he dies, he is going to hell. God, You have got to stop him.” And she just kept saying, “Stop Jimmy from going to hell, God, Jimmy's going the wrong way. God, don't let him die. God changed. Jimmy.” This went on 10 minutes at least. Tears were absolutely dripping down on that mourner's bench. This lady was so burdened for Jimmy.
	I never forgot that. I asked my mom about it because she knew that church. She said, Well, your dad led Jimmy to the Lord. A few nights later. Wow. But the burden for souls, the burden for the lost was evident in those revival services. And now I am hearing them in this vision. I believe there is an intercessory burden for prodigals, for the loss that is being brought back in this season of the Lord.
	And then - and this is a bit unusual as well, but I begin to feel another atmosphere of those revivals. Some of you probably will remember. There were times when they would preach and give the altar call when conviction would come into the room. Not condemnation, conviction. Such a conviction would come into the room that people would think, ‘I am going the wrong way. I need Jesus in my life.’ 
	Conviction is the power of the Holy Spirit and the love of God that just draws them and keeps drawing them. ‘You have purpose. You have destiny. I have something for you. There's a life and you need this life and you know you do.’ And people would get under conviction and being drawn to come to the altar. I have seen grown men gripped the back of pews and shake to try to keep from going to the altar. I have seen them run out of the doors to get away. 
	In this vision, I am hearing or feeling this conviction. This was made really real to me personally. 
	One of the things that until they (his grandparents) would do until they were older and couldn't do it any longer, I would go to my grandparents and I would stay with them. And during hunting season we would go there and hunt. I didn't get to see them much, so I would stay with them until they got too old for that. 
	One of those times – I would come in in the evening and I was sitting on the couch. I looked over at my grandparents. They were in their eighties at that point. My grandpa was in his recliner. No one touched his recliner period. No one. I looked over and I thought, I don't know them. They are my grandparents. You know, when you are when you are grandkids, they are your grandparents, you know? My granddaughter asked me two weeks ago if there were cars when I was little. They do ask because they don't know. And I said, “Yes and they are better than they are today, that's for sure!” 
	But I thought, sitting there, I do not know this man. I mean, I know a little bit about him, but I don't really know. So, I started asking questions. I said, “Grandpa, what was it like when you saw your first car?” I knew that he had rode a mule most of the time when he was little and he told me about the first time he saw a car. Then I asked him how he met Grandma and it was fascinating to me to hear their life. Then I said, “Well, how did you come to know the Lord? How did you become a Christian?” And my grandmother speaks up then, and she says, “You tell him everything, Billy.” So evidently, he was quite a rascal according to Grandma. 
	He began to tell me the story. Their revival came to the little Church of Christ in Christian Union Church and Grandma – she is a believer. She went there to all the meetings. And she said to my grandfather, “Go to revival with me, Bill.” “Yeah, I don't want to go. I'm not going. I got to work on the garden and stuff and I'm not going to go.” So, she didn't stop asking. She said, “Well, just go with me.” “No, I'm not going,” and he didn’t. 
	Well, the next day she is at it again. “Go with me to the revival, Bill,” and she wouldn't let up. Finally, he said, you know, to just kind of keep the peace, I said, okay, I will go. So, he went to the revival and set back in the back with grandma. And he said, “As that preacher preached, I started feeling something inside. I knew I wasn't right. I just couldn't wait to get out of there so, I took off.”
	The next day Grandma was like, “Bill, go to revival with me.” He said, “Oh, no, I'm not going. I'm not going.” He fought it off and he didn't go. Well, the next day she was on him even harder. “Go to revival with me.” He said, “Okay.” He went and they sat third row from the back on the end. And he said, “That preacher preached and I felt something on the inside of me, like a rope that was pulling me to the altar. I felt like I have to go down there. I have to go down there.”
	And he said, “So I stepped out of the pew and I knelt down by the pew in the aisle in the back. I crawled all the way up to the front pew, but I didn't go on up to the altar. I stayed at the front pew, laying, and crying.” And he gave his heart to the Lord.
	Of course, I asked, “Grandpa, why didn't you go all the way?” And he said, “Oh, I wasn't worthy. After what I had done, I didn't feel like I was worthy to get that close.” Well, God changed his life. He became first elder in that church for nearly 50 years. I felt this kind of conviction, God was drawing people like a rope - the love of God just drawing them in, and they are coming to Him.
	They are not worthy, but I wasn't either, no one is. And they are starting to say, “I'm not worthy. I have done all kinds of things. I've shot things in my veins, I've done everything I've… But I have to go. I have to get back to the Presence of God. I have to find something that changes me.” And in this vision, I was feeling that. I was feeling it happen.
	And then in this vision, I begin to hear the sounds of radical changes that were creaking and groaning into new positioning. It sounded like old hinges that need oil. They creak like when you move them. I knew that this new battle involved new positioning and the anointing was coming to the oil hinges and began to open doors for us and massive change is about to break through, also, with this great revival.
	Then I heard - and I know this sounds unusual, but again, this is in the Spirit realm - I begin to hear the deep-throated roar of a Lion King. I am told that when a lion king roars, it can be heard up to two miles away. They roar into the ground and it echoes through the ground for up to two miles away. A lion king roars to gather his pride. He will roar and gather his family around him.
	I heard in the Spirit realm the roar of our King, and He was gathering His family. He is gathering a remnant army. The Lion King will roar to answer an enemy’s intrusion. I mean, if an enemy lion comes into that territory, he is going to roar and declare ownership. The roar declares ownership of the territory!
	In other words, the roar says, “This is MY territory.” He marks it with a roar. I knew that our King Jesus, our Lion King, is roaring in proclamation. “This is My world! This is My territory! I will answer the intrusion. I will gather My pride. I am gathering My ecclesia for a great battle. I will gather My willing. I will answer the challenge. America is My nation! I won't give it up! It's Mine! I made covenant with it. I birthed it. I will not lose it. I will battle for it. I will battle for the nations. I will anoint My ecclesia for new battles and to win old battles at the same time. I'll do it with new anointing in new ways.”
	As I prayed into this and this is something I had not done until that particular vision, but I said to the Holy Spirit, Holy Spirit, give me a decree that says what You are saying now to the church. You give me a decree.” I had never asked for a Holy Spirit to give me the decree. I hear what He is saying and then I form a faith decree and decree it.
	I have done hundreds, thousands of them. But for whatever reason, I said, “Well, You gave me the vision. You give me a decree. You give me the decree, and then I will decree what You decree.” And He said to me something that gives me chills to this very day. I mean, it went all through me. He said simply, “Hell doesn't have a chance.” That is where these bracelets come from. (Tim wears rubber bracelets with decrees on them on one of his wrists.) One of them says, Hell doesn't have a chance.
	 “Hell doesn't have a chance,” He said. It went all through me because I knew He meant it and it was so bold and intense. And for sure I believe it. Hell doesn't have a chance. Please know Lucifer doesn't stand a snowball's chance in where he lives against our God. Come on.
	Neither does the Antichrist governments. They don't stand a chance. Liberal progressivism seeking to displace God doesn't have a chance. I mean, do you really believe that Kings, Prime ministers, presidents, parliaments, woke regimes are going to outthink and outmaneuver our God? They don't stand a chance. 
	Well, then, in this vision I saw a huge wave that was building. It was way off the shoreline. We are standing on a beach and way out there, I could see a wave that was beginning to build. 
	Now I am standing on what I knew was the beach and out here is the ocean. But the beach was a garbage dump. If you have ever been to a garbage dump, it is not good. And that is the whole beach. Just piles of trash, piles of garbage everywhere, all up and down the beach. 
	I am standing on that and I see way out there. There is a wave that is starting. And it just keeps coming and building and coming and building and coming and building bigger and bigger. Soon it is massive until finally, it accelerates and becomes a huge wave crashing into the shoreline. It comes across the beach, which was a garbage dump. Then the undertow takes all of the garbage out. It wiped the shores clean, pristine beach. 
	And I knew that a wave of the Holy Spirit is now coming, though few have noticed it so far out there. It has kept coming and coming and some of us have stewarded it for years now. We have prayed it and it is coming in. It is coming and it is coming in now. It is accelerating and rising like a tsunami wave crashing on abominations, crashing on demonic debris, defilement in the land, mockers, blasphemers, corruption, injustice, lies that are marring the landscape. The undertow of this huge wave of the Holy Ghost will drag the demonic debris out to sea, destroying it.
	See, the King is rising differently. The King is rising through a church that He is building. It is a church that He has said will prevail. Hell doesn't have a chance. He's not building a loser. The Holy Spirit has told us many times these last three months when He had declared, “I want you to declare and prepare for reset. Pray.” He has told us many times, “I will not stand down and I will not be a bystander this time. I will bring a wave that cleanses and I will bring a wave of revival into the land.” 
	Then, in this vision, it was like I zeroed in - like you take a camera and you zero in on something – that is the way this was. I zeroed in and I saw that the enemy had been building its strongholds upon sand. Well, of course they have. He has built sand castles in the eyes of our God. They look good until the wave comes. 
	There are those in the political realm, in the seven mountain realm, they have built on sand. The wave is coming. A powerful wave. And what hell is built on sand will be washed away by a huge and powerful wave of the Holy Spirit. A tidal wave of glory, a tidal wave of power, miracles, Angel armies, revival, awakening. Reformation is rising in a Holy Ghost type tsunami! 
	Towards the end of this, I heard the words of Holy Spirit that He spoke to me in 2008. It is one of the boldest things I have ever had Him say to me. iI is one of those things that He said with such passion that whenever I think about it, it begins to stir me. He said, “I will not be God Emeritus to this nation or any other nation.” I knew He meant it then. I know He means it now. “I will not be God Emeritus. I will not be America's retired guard and I'll not be an honorary God. I will not just be a figure head. I will not be a bystander - just a title position with no active role. I will not be their Retired God with no voice. I will not be as be acknowledged as there, but with no real relevance. I will not be just there and not listened to, there but no ruling capacity.” 
	And now, in this vision and in these recent prophetic words we are hearing, “I will not stand down. I will now take out the trash. I am going to move into a time when I take out the garbage. Arrogant fools in positions of rule, authority, and influence, decision makers in our world that have chosen Baal's ways are going to be dealt with. A tsunami is coming. A God shaking is coming.” 
	It may be painful. Ecclesia. We have been told that the shaking will be great. It has to be. They are not listening to a subtle shaking. But the other prophetic word that we received just a few weeks ago is what is bitter in your belly now will become sweet to your eyes. This tsunami wave cleanses and clears the way for revival. 
	A Word for Aglow
	I hear the Lord saying to you today, “Listen to the wind words of Holy Spirit, Aglow. They are penetrating your times and activating power to shift nations. (plural) For you have come to an appointed time. Another supernatural mega event has been planned by Heaven. It is accelerating into the earth realm and I am calling you to participate. I call you to engagement. Lucifer, his kingdom rulers of darkness will not stop it, for you will see My Kingship manifest upon the earth in new ways. New levels of My reigning power will reach into the governments of nations. Dictators, oligarchs, hierarchies, and family dynasties that run with the camp of Beelzebub - those who run on demon errands - will be confronted and stopped by My power rising exponentially in new places, in new ways, and through new and renewed sons and daughters of all generations.
	For I am releasing new mantels for new times. I feel that today - new mantles for new times. New anointing reserved for this era is being poured from Heaven as My supply river flows from My Throne through all My Ecclesias into the earth realm. It will not be one outpouring, it will not be two outpourings, it will be a season of outpourings, says the Lord! 
	This new flow of Holy Spirit will cause the expansion of My Kingdom in ways and displays that have not been seen before. Indeed, the minds of man captured and bound by reason shall be blown, says the Lord. For it will be seen, I cannot be confined by reason. I cannot be confined by man's law. I cannot be confined by man's wisdom. I cannot be confined by the language of fools. I cannot be confined by capitals. I cannot be confined by Congress. I cannot be confined by parliaments. I cannot be confined by religion. None of earth or universe can confine me. I will break out against all confinements. The shattering of confinement has begun, says the Lord. 
	Yes, indeed, I have a surprise for you. I have new events planned. For yes, I have remembered My Words through the Prophet Joel. It is part of My supernatural event. I am pouring out My Spirit on all flesh - the young and the old together. I now will give visions to the young men by the multiple thousands. They will now run with Me sounding forth awakening. I have put prophetic words in the heart of my handmaidens. Like Mary, they are highly favored and will prophesy. They will receive prophetic declarations to proclaim from their heart and they will speak My Word into the nations. 
	Also, as promised, says the Lord, My seasoned generations – I am glad that He didn't call us older. He is so smart - My season generations are being dreamed again. Can you dream again? Will you dream again? I'm giving them new dreams and I'm activating old dreams. I'm anointing their dreams to break forth from confinement. Those called barren will produce. My Zacharias and Elizabeth will give birth to their dreams. They will sing with exuberance. 
	Holy Spirit’s hovering, flowing, overshadowing Presence will now birth new things! Yes! They will now spring forth, says the Lord. The presentation of My Ekklesias will now manifest in ways that have never been seen before. Church will be done in new ways as Holy Spirit blends the new with the renewed and He activates the Gospel of My Kingdom confirmed with great power. Great power signs that Heaven will reveal will now be seen.
	It will be a message confirmed with creative miracles. I heard the Lord say recently that healings of paralysis would be a sign that His church is now free. They are coming. He knows how to do that. It will be a sign that His body is free! Angelic visitations will increase as I release My messengers with destiny messages. Revolution and change will be commonplace place in your land. Revelation, understanding, and enlightenment will accelerate in My sons and daughters. My DNA will be seen in them. My mind will be revealed in them as Holy Spirit guides. I will do exactly what I said I would do. 
	Mercy will flow in wave after wave for the Lord declares new births, new births, new births. I will now bear My arm and show My strength to the world. I will scatter the bluffing braggarts. I will knock tyrants off their high horse. I will pull victims out of the mud. I will sit the starving poor down to banquets. I will remember and embrace My chosen ones, piling on, favoring mercies, doing exactly what I told them I would do. I will be God with you. Hallelujah, Hallelujah, hallelujah, hallelujah!
	Glory! Lord, we declare it is time for the Power Explosion's! Explode against iniquity! It is time for strongholds to fall! It is time for Your mega wave, Lord, that overwhelms the kingdom of darkness. It is time for the outpourings after outpourings! It is time for Your Ekklesias to rise and prevail. It is time to partner with angels. It is time to win battles - old ones and new ones. God, we declare that those here, those around the nations, those in Aglow that serve it all around the world, they will begin to win old battles and new ones. 
	We declare the roar of the Lion King will rise and You will gather Your pride, God! You will stake Your claim to our territories and You will say, My church will rule and it will reign.
	We declare Your words, America, America will turn! The world will turn upon the tracks, the right tracks again. Lord, I pray - we pray that today we set ourselves in agreement with Your Word. Let the sounds of revival fill the land. Let the sounds of revival fill the nations. Let the sounds of revival fill all the territories in the earth. Let conviction be felt drawing the prodigal home, drawing the lost home, reaching millions of them with new visions, new dreams, new prophetic words and understanding! We declare that some of our greatest prophets for this new season are right now prodigal, but they are coming home! We declare that some of our greatest evangelists are prodigal, but they are coming home! We declare there are apostles in that prodigal group.
	Our sons and daughters will prophesy. Let that conviction begin to draw them out of the gutters, out of the hellholes. We declare we will be those who look vertical, not horizontal understanding help is on the way! 
	Don't get shook! Everything is going to shake, but you're not. You're a part of a Kingdom that will not shake! Hallelujah. We refuse to be shook.
	Lord, bring Your shaking. Shake off of us anything that is not in alignment with what You desire in this hour. But we won't be shook about the shaking. We welcome that. We embrace it, and we are moving forward.
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It is such an honor to be here today. I honor the leadership of Aglow, and I honor all of you that serve so faithfully. When you are in a place where the Holy Spirit is allowed to move and you can feel the currents of the Kingdom of God flowing, it is a special time. So, I am honored to be here. Aglow's history is awesome, but your future is even greater. 

The Holy Spirit told me 15 years or so ago when He was downloading Angel Armies to me - He spoke to me one night audibly and He said, “The greatest days in church history are not in your past, they are in your present and in your future.” I feel that for Aglow, your greatest days are not in your past. They are in your future. 

Holy Spirit Leads Another Campaign for King Jesus

I know that also, Holy Spirit said to me one of those nights when He was downloading Angel Armies - up to this point, I think 12 different divisions of angel armies and four different books - but one night, He also spoke these words, and I believe that the fulfillment of this word is now beginning in our world. He said, “I will now lead another campaign for the King, similar to Acts chapter two. Only this time I will be bringing far more of the angel armies.” 

We are seeing that happen. I have seen more angel activity this year than any other year. Something big is up. Hallelujah. And you are a part of the plans of the Holy Spirit. Your role of engagement is vital. Even though I also know hell is going to fight; we are going to whip him. We are going to win big battles. 

I have never seen -I have been pastoring now 44 years. I have only pastored one place. I left Christ for the nations went to Middletown with eight people 44 years ago - but I have never seen more prayer warriors and more New Testament ministries engaged as I do now.

Incredible Response to Paint the Borders

I recently helped lead a prayer initiative with other apostles and national leaders to paint the borders of our state with anointing oil, and capitals and historic sites, and also pray for a return to God's Word, a return to covenant roots. And just in our Awakening Now Prayer Network in Middletown, we had over a million responses to that.

That is incredible. I never thought I would see those that kind of number, but we are. I know that it is preparation of the Holy Spirit that is unplanned, that is unfolding right now for plans that He has been engaged with for decades now. 

A little over three months ago, on June the fourth, I was going into my office early Sunday morning. I like to get there 3 hours or so before everybody else. But this particular morning, I was very burdened for our world. So much had happened and the news was not good. And then the burden for the United States has also been something that is just occupied me. And I began to cry out to God in my, on my way to the office. And when I walked in, I began to pray in the Holy Spirit and say, “God, You have to help us with America and You have to help us release a Kingdom revival into the world. Our world has gone off the tracks. We are led by fools. And we have to have a reset.” 

Great Shaking Brings Us Back to Covenant Roots

Holy Spirit spoke these words to me as I came into my office. “June, July and August will lead to a fierce war season. A great shaking will occur. Not just a shaking, a great shaking. Everything. Hebrews 11 and 12. Everything that can be shaken is going to be shaken, but do not get shook! You are not going to be shaken. You are a part of a Kingdom that is not shaken. But a great shaking will occur and a reset of the nation will come to Covenant roots and a Kingdom revival will begin.”

Not a local revival. A Kingdom revival. We have had local revivals and great ones. Brownsville. Toronto. I went to those. But the design of Holy Spirit this time is not that you have to drive a thousand miles to be in revival. They are coming everywhere. The Glory of God is coming from Glory to Glory to Glory to Glory to Glory to Glory to Glory to Glory.

That cannot mean weaker and weaker and weaker until we have to be saved. Something has to happen that transforms the mentality of the body of Christ and the surge of the Kingdom into our time to fulfill the plans of an Almighty God. And I feel it happening. Hallelujah. But He said these months would be months of reset. He said, “Declare the decrees of faith that I have spoken over the nation and its founding’” and we have been doing that.

I went to Washington, D.C. just three weeks ago and I read three hundred decrees in front of the White House as loud as I could, and we filmed that. And we have averaged over 100,000 on Wednesday nights when I'm sharing that, saying it in agreement. We are doing what God tells us to do and something magnificent is happening.

Now I want to give you a recent dream that I was given from Prophet Clay Nash about two months ago. And then I want to give you a prophetic vision that the Lord gave me and then a prophetic word that is stirring in me. This is going to be very prophetic, but I feel like it is something that is vital for our times. And I want to prophesy into you and some things that I began to hear. 6:00 or so this morning. You have kept me up a long time.

Clay's Dream. I dreamed that leaders, the generals of the body of Christ were standing, facing an ocean body of water. They were backed by those joined to their leadership roles, and behind them was the Cross of Cape Henry. That's where Covenant was first made with our nation. 

There standing were Franklin Graham, Tony Perkins, Harry Jackson Jr, Dutch Sheets. Tim Sheets, Chuck Pierce, Cindy Jacobs, Billie Brim, Kenneth Copeland, Anthony Evans, Romero Payne, Paul Morton and many others whom I know and countless others I do not know. And I am sure Aglow leadership is represented in that.

Behind them were millions of believers of all walks of life. They were gathered there as a result of a prophetic understanding that a tsunami was coming to our nation and its effects would be worldwide. As the tsunami came into sight, the command began to come from the leaders to raise our prayerful decrees for the tsunami to pass over those who had eyes to see and ears to hear. 

As the tsunami came, it came as a total surprise to many. There were also those who were prepared to release Heaven's decree into the tsunami, not in order to stop it, but in order to permeate it with Kingdom life and direct it to be as the wind that created a threshing floor effect, a reaping effect. These decrees carried such a sound of Heaven that the tsunami would set some of the people who were crushed in fear back to their stand in fresh hope and a completed faith.

Others who allowed themselves to be blinded by their fear and relaxed in their relationship with God were overwhelmed by the wave and were swept out into the deep by a dark, unseen undertow. Those that stood steadfast, having eyes of faith to see and ears fine-tuned to hear, used the tsunami to lift them to a higher platform of authority and purpose. They were released into a new flow of purpose that was secured by their willingness to trust God in this new level of greater authority. 

The generals began to give prophetic directives about prayer initiatives that that would now secure their inheritance and establish God's original design for the nations. And again, we have been on that assignment - prayer initiatives. The end of the dream came as a plane came flying over with a banner attached that said, “Look, vertical, not horizontal, as answers to prayers are now on the way.”

The generals then began a time of praise for God's faithfulness and His goodness. 

On March of 2021, I too had a vision of this tsunami wave that was going to bring great shaking , only, in the vision that I was given, it also brought great worldwide revival and it brought reformation. I, too, heard the decrees of Heaven that were carried on Spirit, Holy Spirit, winds.

And I heard sounds in the Spirit realm that are prophesying into our moment now here in September. This is not a word coming. I believe it is unfolding right now. It started after I began to feel a different kind of anointing than I normally feel. It was a very aggressive kind of anointing. It was very, very bold. And while it happened over a period of maybe a week or so, it was like I was having a fresh encounter with the Lord. He seemed so close to me at that time.

I had been praying for apostolic boldness to come into my life. I had been praying Acts 4:29, “Grant that great boldness would come.” I had been praying for boldness to come on ministries such as Aglow and the apostolic hubs of our world, and upon our assignment there at the Oasis.

And I begin to feel this after about six or seven days, I begin to feel this intense, anointing building up inside of me. I begin to hear things differently in the Spirit realm than I normally would hear them. I begin to see things in the Spirit realm more clearly than I normally do. It was like the Spirit realm was more real. I was into a time when I could see equally well in the Spirit realm or the natural realm. It did not matter. 

I could see angels. I could see the Kingdom of God. I could see the moving of the Kingdom and I could see the swell of the Kingdom. I could see in the natural realm, it did not matter. It was back and forth. 

I began to pray into this, “Holy Spirit, talk to me. Holy Spirit, explain what this is about. What are You saying to the church?” As I prayed that simple prayer, I was caught up and I had a vision and I heard Holy Spirit say these words, “I am anointing My apostles, prophets and Kingdom Ecclesia’s to win old battles and new battles resulting in new victorious living.” New was emphasized. I begin to understand that we are about to win some old battles using new ways. Some of us have been fighting old battles for a long time, and they are about to end in new strategies and anointing of the Lord. 

Then I begin to hear in this spiritual vision, I begin to hear power explosions of Dunamis again - this is in the Spirit realm. I heard them. The power of God - Dunamis. We know that from the word dunamis, the Greek word dunamis, we get the word dynamite. Understand the nuance and the definition, because dunamis does not mean dynamite. Inherent in dynamite, there is tremendous potential for power, but the Greek word dunamis means ‘the dynamite is lit’ and the explosion is the dunamis.

So I begin to hear the releasing of the power of God in explosions. The released energy of God is powerful, explosive things in the Spirit realm. And I knew it was an explosion against strongholds of darkness and iniquity, if the ecclesia stands in faith, because I begin to see in the Spirit realm old fortresses or castles being blown to bits. Old strongholds were falling in this new battle.

The Sounds of Revival

Then I begin to hear as I was caught up, I begin to hear the sounds of revival. Again, this wasn't local. This is worldwide - a Kingdom Revival. We are about to have one of the first Kingdom revivals. 

I begin to hear the sounds of revival. Revival has a different sound to it. I was raised in an evangelist home for my first few years -Me and Dutch. Our dad was an evangelist until we were probably 11, 12 years old. Then he still evangelized, though he was a pastor. I was in revival because of that back then nearly 62 or three years ago. But back then they had the little churches where we were raised in the Appalachian hills, little chapels all over the hillsides and around the area. They would have a one week or a two week revival every spring, every fall seems like. 

I was in a different revival or a different church every week or so. And we had to sit on the front row because Dutch could not behave. But that was just the way it was. I was in those revivals, and then the next week I was in another revival and another. This was how we lived for years. One revival after the other. 

It is something when you are young. You do not realize it, but you are learning the atmosphere of revival. I felt it. I knew it. I lived it. Revival songs. They also have a different sound to them. Kingdoms songs have a different ring to them. There's a frequency of Heaven that is within them and those sounds begin to produce an atmosphere that is different.

There is a drawing of the Lord and there is reformation. And of course, there is also those different frequencies. They begin to draw angel armies to assist us as well. 

And so I begin to hear the sounds of revival when I was caught up in this vision, I could hear the sounds of revival. One of the songs of revival that I heard in sounds was of the Welsh revival led by Evan Roberts.

I have always been fascinated since I was young with that revival. I have studied it and I begin to hear the sounds in the Spirit realm of this Welsh revival and the song of that great revival that drew thousands of people to Christ. Thousands of coal miners were born again and this song was drawing them. 

I remember several years ago now, Chuck Pierce prophesied to me and he said, “You are to go to all the provinces of Canada and release angel armies. And I thought at first, you go to Canada. I don't know how. He will tell you that and how do you do that? Go to all the provinces…and I'm like, I don't know how to do that. Okay, Lord, I will do it. But how? Well, of course an intercessor or somebody heard it and set it up all over Canada. 

So, I went to Canada, the first one, and I didn't know where I was going or what was going on. It was up by Montreal or Toronto and we got there. We drove up - my wife and I, because it was only like 6 hours, so we drove it. I got there just before the service and I didn't have any time really. Just changed clothes. Carol was changing clothes. I had about 10 minutes and I said at the motel desk there and I said, “Lord, why am I here? What is going on? Give me something.” And He said, “The revival across Canada will go clear across Canada and then down through the United States. It will be like the Welsh revival with Evan Roberts,” and I wrote that down. They were there to get us and took us to out to the boondocks to this was old hockey arena. They love hockey up there. It was like an old high school hockey arena or something. 

I come in the back doors of it, cross the platform and there is a podium like this, and there is a chair sitting right here, and I am coming in to meet people I have never seen in my life. The place is full. So, I come in and I greet the people that were putting the meeting on, and she said, “Did you see the chair, by the way?” I said, “Well, it was kind of hard to miss. I saw that.” She said, “That is Evan Roberts’ chair. We felt led to ship it over and put it here.”

I pulled the piece of paper out of my Bible and handed it to her and Barbara Yoder, who was also one of the speakers. It said, “The revival in Canada will be like the Welsh revival. It will go across Canada and down through the States and around the world.” 

In this vision, I am hearing now the sounds of the Welsh revival, and I heard the song of the of the Welsh revival. As I said, many miners, thousands of miners were born again and they loved to sing. They would sing underground as they worked. This song was one of those songs. They would begin to sing it. Then down here (a different place in the mine) they would hear it and sing it. You could hear this song reverberating out of the ground sometimes for miles. People would come around the air shafts that came up and they would sit around to hear this song sang. 

I begin to hear this song in this dream or this vision. 

This is love vast as the ocean - fill it today 

Lovingkindness like a flood
When the Prince of Peace, our ransom 
Shed for us His precious Blood 
Who His love cannot remember, 
Who can cease to sing His praise.
He will never be forgotten. 
Throughout Heaven's eternal days 

It was like I was sitting there hearing it. I could hear it coming up from the land. 

Then it shifted in the vision and I begin to hear the song of another revival. It was a song that a pastor - he had written a poem after a thunderstorm - Pastor Boberg. A young man heard it and put music to it. Another young man at Youth of Christ heard it. His name was Billy Graham, and Billy Graham had it sung at most of his crusades by George Beverly Shea. 

Oh, Lord, my God

When I in awesome wonder

Consider all the world Thy hands have made

I see the stars, I hear the rolling thunder

Throughout the universe displayed

Then sings my soul, my Savior God to Thee

How great Thou art, how great Thou Art

Then sings my soul, my Savior God to Thee

How great Thou art, how great Thou Art

Then I heard in this vision another revival song totally different than the other two. It was the song that I heard Lindell Cooley sing at the Brownsville Revival. 

He has fire in His eyes and a sword in His hand 

[bookmark: _GoBack]And He's riding a white horse all across this land

And He's calling out to you and me, 

Will you ride with Me? 

And we say, Yes, yes, Lord,

We will ride with You. 

So, I am caught up in this vision and I hear these revival songs. Then I begin to hear the prayers and the cries of revival. Again, I often heard them as child. We don't hear them quite like this anymore. But we are going to. We are moving into something - a great, awesome Kingdom-wide revival. 

But I heard the sounds, the prayers, and the cries of revivals when we were in these revivals even if it was just a regular church week. Often on Wednesday nights or Sunday night, whenever the pastor was done preaching or the evangelist, they would gather at the altars and they would pray for souls. I mean, this was every time we gathered. 

When they prayed for souls, they would cry, they would weep. And back when I was a boy, we didn't call it the altar in the Appalachian hills, we called it the mourner’s bench. Come to the mourner’s bench. It is time to pray for prodigals. It is time to pray for the lost. They would come and they would pray and they would begin to cry. They would allow themselves to be burdened for souls and burdened for people that didn't know Jesus. I mean, they would allow that burden to come on them and they would pray to they felt it lift – 15-20 minutes. 

I remember this one night. I will never forget it as long as I live. In fact, I just put it in the new book I wrote with my daughter on prodigals - winning prodigals that is coming out the first of the year. But I will never forget this. I was maybe as close maybe as Jane and the mourner’s bench was right here. 

This woman came up and she was crying so hard with her head on the altar. She was convulsing, sobbing, tears were dripping off of her face. And I was watching this as a little boy. She was in such grief and she only said one thing over and over. She said, “God, Jimmy's going to hell. You have got to stop Jimmy. Jimmy's going the wrong way. God, if he dies, he is going to hell. God, You have got to stop him.” And she just kept saying, “Stop Jimmy from going to hell, God, Jimmy's going the wrong way. God, don't let him die. God changed. Jimmy.” This went on 10 minutes at least. Tears were absolutely dripping down on that mourner's bench. This lady was so burdened for Jimmy.

I never forgot that. I asked my mom about it because she knew that church. She said, Well, your dad led Jimmy to the Lord. A few nights later. Wow. But the burden for souls, the burden for the lost was evident in those revival services. And now I am hearing them in this vision. I believe there is an intercessory burden for prodigals, for the loss that is being brought back in this season of the Lord.

And then - and this is a bit unusual as well, but I begin to feel another atmosphere of those revivals. Some of you probably will remember. There were times when they would preach and give the altar call when conviction would come into the room. Not condemnation, conviction. Such a conviction would come into the room that people would think, ‘I am going the wrong way. I need Jesus in my life.’ 

Conviction is the power of the Holy Spirit and the love of God that just draws them and keeps drawing them. ‘You have purpose. You have destiny. I have something for you. There's a life and you need this life and you know you do.’ And people would get under conviction and being drawn to come to the altar. I have seen grown men gripped the back of pews and shake to try to keep from going to the altar. I have seen them run out of the doors to get away. 

In this vision, I am hearing or feeling this conviction. This was made really real to me personally. 

One of the things that until they (his grandparents) would do until they were older and couldn't do it any longer, I would go to my grandparents and I would stay with them. And during hunting season we would go there and hunt. I didn't get to see them much, so I would stay with them until they got too old for that. 

One of those times – I would come in in the evening and I was sitting on the couch. I looked over at my grandparents. They were in their eighties at that point. My grandpa was in his recliner. No one touched his recliner period. No one. I looked over and I thought, I don't know them. They are my grandparents. You know, when you are when you are grandkids, they are your grandparents, you know? My granddaughter asked me two weeks ago if there were cars when I was little. They do ask because they don't know. And I said, “Yes and they are better than they are today, that's for sure!” 

But I thought, sitting there, I do not know this man. I mean, I know a little bit about him, but I don't really know. So, I started asking questions. I said, “Grandpa, what was it like when you saw your first car?” I knew that he had rode a mule most of the time when he was little and he told me about the first time he saw a car. Then I asked him how he met Grandma and it was fascinating to me to hear their life. Then I said, “Well, how did you come to know the Lord? How did you become a Christian?” And my grandmother speaks up then, and she says, “You tell him everything, Billy.” So evidently, he was quite a rascal according to Grandma. 

He began to tell me the story. Their revival came to the little Church of Christ in Christian Union Church and Grandma – she is a believer. She went there to all the meetings. And she said to my grandfather, “Go to revival with me, Bill.” “Yeah, I don't want to go. I'm not going. I got to work on the garden and stuff and I'm not going to go.” So, she didn't stop asking. She said, “Well, just go with me.” “No, I'm not going,” and he didn’t. 

Well, the next day she is at it again. “Go with me to the revival, Bill,” and she wouldn't let up. Finally, he said, you know, to just kind of keep the peace, I said, okay, I will go. So, he went to the revival and set back in the back with grandma. And he said, “As that preacher preached, I started feeling something inside. I knew I wasn't right. I just couldn't wait to get out of there so, I took off.”

The next day Grandma was like, “Bill, go to revival with me.” He said, “Oh, no, I'm not going. I'm not going.” He fought it off and he didn't go. Well, the next day she was on him even harder. “Go to revival with me.” He said, “Okay.” He went and they sat third row from the back on the end. And he said, “That preacher preached and I felt something on the inside of me, like a rope that was pulling me to the altar. I felt like I have to go down there. I have to go down there.”

And he said, “So I stepped out of the pew and I knelt down by the pew in the aisle in the back. I crawled all the way up to the front pew, but I didn't go on up to the altar. I stayed at the front pew, laying, and crying.” And he gave his heart to the Lord.

Of course, I asked, “Grandpa, why didn't you go all the way?” And he said, “Oh, I wasn't worthy. After what I had done, I didn't feel like I was worthy to get that close.” Well, God changed his life. He became first elder in that church for nearly 50 years. I felt this kind of conviction, God was drawing people like a rope - the love of God just drawing them in, and they are coming to Him.

They are not worthy, but I wasn't either, no one is. And they are starting to say, “I'm not worthy. I have done all kinds of things. I've shot things in my veins, I've done everything I've… But I have to go. I have to get back to the Presence of God. I have to find something that changes me.” And in this vision, I was feeling that. I was feeling it happen.

And then in this vision, I begin to hear the sounds of radical changes that were creaking and groaning into new positioning. It sounded like old hinges that need oil. They creak like when you move them. I knew that this new battle involved new positioning and the anointing was coming to the oil hinges and began to open doors for us and massive change is about to break through, also, with this great revival.

Then I heard - and I know this sounds unusual, but again, this is in the Spirit realm - I begin to hear the deep-throated roar of a Lion King. I am told that when a lion king roars, it can be heard up to two miles away. They roar into the ground and it echoes through the ground for up to two miles away. A lion king roars to gather his pride. He will roar and gather his family around him.

I heard in the Spirit realm the roar of our King, and He was gathering His family. He is gathering a remnant army. The Lion King will roar to answer an enemy’s intrusion. I mean, if an enemy lion comes into that territory, he is going to roar and declare ownership. The roar declares ownership of the territory!

In other words, the roar says, “This is MY territory.” He marks it with a roar. I knew that our King Jesus, our Lion King, is roaring in proclamation. “This is My world! This is My territory! I will answer the intrusion. I will gather My pride. I am gathering My ecclesia for a great battle. I will gather My willing. I will answer the challenge. America is My nation! I won't give it up! It's Mine! I made covenant with it. I birthed it. I will not lose it. I will battle for it. I will battle for the nations. I will anoint My ecclesia for new battles and to win old battles at the same time. I'll do it with new anointing in new ways.”

As I prayed into this and this is something I had not done until that particular vision, but I said to the Holy Spirit, Holy Spirit, give me a decree that says what You are saying now to the church. You give me a decree.” I had never asked for a Holy Spirit to give me the decree. I hear what He is saying and then I form a faith decree and decree it.

I have done hundreds, thousands of them. But for whatever reason, I said, “Well, You gave me the vision. You give me a decree. You give me the decree, and then I will decree what You decree.” And He said to me something that gives me chills to this very day. I mean, it went all through me. He said simply, “Hell doesn't have a chance.” That is where these bracelets come from. (Tim wears rubber bracelets with decrees on them on one of his wrists.) One of them says, Hell doesn't have a chance.

 “Hell doesn't have a chance,” He said. It went all through me because I knew He meant it and it was so bold and intense. And for sure I believe it. Hell doesn't have a chance. Please know Lucifer doesn't stand a snowball's chance in where he lives against our God. Come on.

Neither does the Antichrist governments. They don't stand a chance. Liberal progressivism seeking to displace God doesn't have a chance. I mean, do you really believe that Kings, Prime ministers, presidents, parliaments, woke regimes are going to outthink and outmaneuver our God? They don't stand a chance. 

Well, then, in this vision I saw a huge wave that was building. It was way off the shoreline. We are standing on a beach and way out there, I could see a wave that was beginning to build. 

Now I am standing on what I knew was the beach and out here is the ocean. But the beach was a garbage dump. If you have ever been to a garbage dump, it is not good. And that is the whole beach. Just piles of trash, piles of garbage everywhere, all up and down the beach. 

I am standing on that and I see way out there. There is a wave that is starting. And it just keeps coming and building and coming and building and coming and building bigger and bigger. Soon it is massive until finally, it accelerates and becomes a huge wave crashing into the shoreline. It comes across the beach, which was a garbage dump. Then the undertow takes all of the garbage out. It wiped the shores clean, pristine beach. 

And I knew that a wave of the Holy Spirit is now coming, though few have noticed it so far out there. It has kept coming and coming and some of us have stewarded it for years now. We have prayed it and it is coming in. It is coming and it is coming in now. It is accelerating and rising like a tsunami wave crashing on abominations, crashing on demonic debris, defilement in the land, mockers, blasphemers, corruption, injustice, lies that are marring the landscape. The undertow of this huge wave of the Holy Ghost will drag the demonic debris out to sea, destroying it.

See, the King is rising differently. The King is rising through a church that He is building. It is a church that He has said will prevail. Hell doesn't have a chance. He's not building a loser. The Holy Spirit has told us many times these last three months when He had declared, “I want you to declare and prepare for reset. Pray.” He has told us many times, “I will not stand down and I will not be a bystander this time. I will bring a wave that cleanses and I will bring a wave of revival into the land.” 

Then, in this vision, it was like I zeroed in - like you take a camera and you zero in on something – that is the way this was. I zeroed in and I saw that the enemy had been building its strongholds upon sand. Well, of course they have. He has built sand castles in the eyes of our God. They look good until the wave comes. 

There are those in the political realm, in the seven mountain realm, they have built on sand. The wave is coming. A powerful wave. And what hell is built on sand will be washed away by a huge and powerful wave of the Holy Spirit. A tidal wave of glory, a tidal wave of power, miracles, Angel armies, revival, awakening. Reformation is rising in a Holy Ghost type tsunami! 

Towards the end of this, I heard the words of Holy Spirit that He spoke to me in 2008. It is one of the boldest things I have ever had Him say to me. iI is one of those things that He said with such passion that whenever I think about it, it begins to stir me. He said, “I will not be God Emeritus to this nation or any other nation.” I knew He meant it then. I know He means it now. “I will not be God Emeritus. I will not be America's retired guard and I'll not be an honorary God. I will not just be a figure head. I will not be a bystander - just a title position with no active role. I will not be their Retired God with no voice. I will not be as be acknowledged as there, but with no real relevance. I will not be just there and not listened to, there but no ruling capacity.” 

And now, in this vision and in these recent prophetic words we are hearing, “I will not stand down. I will now take out the trash. I am going to move into a time when I take out the garbage. Arrogant fools in positions of rule, authority, and influence, decision makers in our world that have chosen Baal's ways are going to be dealt with. A tsunami is coming. A God shaking is coming.” 

It may be painful. Ecclesia. We have been told that the shaking will be great. It has to be. They are not listening to a subtle shaking. But the other prophetic word that we received just a few weeks ago is what is bitter in your belly now will become sweet to your eyes. This tsunami wave cleanses and clears the way for revival. 

A Word for Aglow

I hear the Lord saying to you today, “Listen to the wind words of Holy Spirit, Aglow. They are penetrating your times and activating power to shift nations. (plural) For you have come to an appointed time. Another supernatural mega event has been planned by Heaven. It is accelerating into the earth realm and I am calling you to participate. I call you to engagement. Lucifer, his kingdom rulers of darkness will not stop it, for you will see My Kingship manifest upon the earth in new ways. New levels of My reigning power will reach into the governments of nations. Dictators, oligarchs, hierarchies, and family dynasties that run with the camp of Beelzebub - those who run on demon errands - will be confronted and stopped by My power rising exponentially in new places, in new ways, and through new and renewed sons and daughters of all generations.

For I am releasing new mantels for new times. I feel that today - new mantles for new times. New anointing reserved for this era is being poured from Heaven as My supply river flows from My Throne through all My Ecclesias into the earth realm. It will not be one outpouring, it will not be two outpourings, it will be a season of outpourings, says the Lord! 

This new flow of Holy Spirit will cause the expansion of My Kingdom in ways and displays that have not been seen before. Indeed, the minds of man captured and bound by reason shall be blown, says the Lord. For it will be seen, I cannot be confined by reason. I cannot be confined by man's law. I cannot be confined by man's wisdom. I cannot be confined by the language of fools. I cannot be confined by capitals. I cannot be confined by Congress. I cannot be confined by parliaments. I cannot be confined by religion. None of earth or universe can confine me. I will break out against all confinements. The shattering of confinement has begun, says the Lord. 

Yes, indeed, I have a surprise for you. I have new events planned. For yes, I have remembered My Words through the Prophet Joel. It is part of My supernatural event. I am pouring out My Spirit on all flesh - the young and the old together. I now will give visions to the young men by the multiple thousands. They will now run with Me sounding forth awakening. I have put prophetic words in the heart of my handmaidens. Like Mary, they are highly favored and will prophesy. They will receive prophetic declarations to proclaim from their heart and they will speak My Word into the nations. 

Also, as promised, says the Lord, My seasoned generations – I am glad that He didn't call us older. He is so smart - My season generations are being dreamed again. Can you dream again? Will you dream again? I'm giving them new dreams and I'm activating old dreams. I'm anointing their dreams to break forth from confinement. Those called barren will produce. My Zacharias and Elizabeth will give birth to their dreams. They will sing with exuberance. 

Holy Spirit’s hovering, flowing, overshadowing Presence will now birth new things! Yes! They will now spring forth, says the Lord. The presentation of My Ekklesias will now manifest in ways that have never been seen before. Church will be done in new ways as Holy Spirit blends the new with the renewed and He activates the Gospel of My Kingdom confirmed with great power. Great power signs that Heaven will reveal will now be seen.

It will be a message confirmed with creative miracles. I heard the Lord say recently that healings of paralysis would be a sign that His church is now free. They are coming. He knows how to do that. It will be a sign that His body is free! Angelic visitations will increase as I release My messengers with destiny messages. Revolution and change will be commonplace place in your land. Revelation, understanding, and enlightenment will accelerate in My sons and daughters. My DNA will be seen in them. My mind will be revealed in them as Holy Spirit guides. I will do exactly what I said I would do. 

Mercy will flow in wave after wave for the Lord declares new births, new births, new births. I will now bear My arm and show My strength to the world. I will scatter the bluffing braggarts. I will knock tyrants off their high horse. I will pull victims out of the mud. I will sit the starving poor down to banquets. I will remember and embrace My chosen ones, piling on, favoring mercies, doing exactly what I told them I would do. I will be God with you. Hallelujah, Hallelujah, hallelujah, hallelujah!

Glory! Lord, we declare it is time for the Power Explosion's! Explode against iniquity! It is time for strongholds to fall! It is time for Your mega wave, Lord, that overwhelms the kingdom of darkness. It is time for the outpourings after outpourings! It is time for Your Ekklesias to rise and prevail. It is time to partner with angels. It is time to win battles - old ones and new ones. God, we declare that those here, those around the nations, those in Aglow that serve it all around the world, they will begin to win old battles and new ones. 

We declare the roar of the Lion King will rise and You will gather Your pride, God! You will stake Your claim to our territories and You will say, My church will rule and it will reign.

We declare Your words, America, America will turn! The world will turn upon the tracks, the right tracks again. Lord, I pray - we pray that today we set ourselves in agreement with Your Word. Let the sounds of revival fill the land. Let the sounds of revival fill the nations. Let the sounds of revival fill all the territories in the earth. Let conviction be felt drawing the prodigal home, drawing the lost home, reaching millions of them with new visions, new dreams, new prophetic words and understanding! We declare that some of our greatest prophets for this new season are right now prodigal, but they are coming home! We declare that some of our greatest evangelists are prodigal, but they are coming home! We declare there are apostles in that prodigal group.

Our sons and daughters will prophesy. Let that conviction begin to draw them out of the gutters, out of the hellholes. We declare we will be those who look vertical, not horizontal understanding help is on the way! 

Don't get shook! Everything is going to shake, but you're not. You're a part of a Kingdom that will not shake! Hallelujah. We refuse to be shook.

[bookmark: _Hlk150342302]Lord, bring Your shaking. Shake off of us anything that is not in alignment with what You desire in this hour. But we won't be shook about the shaking. We welcome that. We embrace it, and we are moving forward.
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